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Host defense roles for the lung collectins, surfactant protein A (SP-A) and surfactant protein D (SP-D), were first

suspected in the 1980s when molecular characterization revealed their sequence homology to the acute phase reactant

of serum, mannose-binding lectin. Surfactant protein A and SP-D have since been shown to play diverse and important

roles in innate immunity and pulmonary homeostasis. Their location in surfactant ideally positions them to interact

with air-space pathogens. Despite extensive structural similarity, the two proteins show many functional differences

and considerable divergence in their interactions with microbial surface components, surfactant lipids, and other

ligands. Recent crystallographic studies have provided many new insights relating to these observed differences.

Although both proteins can participate in calcium-dependent interactions with sugars and other polyols, they display

significant differences in the spatial orientation, charge, and hydrophobicity of their binding surfaces. Surfactant

protein D appears particularly adapted to interactions with complex carbohydrates and anionic phospholipids, such as

phosphatidylinositol. By contrast, SP-A shows features consistent with its preference for lipid ligands, including lipid

A and the major surfactant lipid, dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine. Current research suggests that structural biology

approaches will help to elucidate the molecular basis of pulmonary collectin–ligand recognition and facilitate

development of new therapeutics based upon SP-A and SP-D.
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INTRODUCTION

The collectins constitute a major subgroup of

calcium-dependent lectins that are characterized by the

combination of collagenous and C-type lectin domains.

There are three major secreted human collectins: the

lung collectins, surfactant proteins A (SP-A) and D

(SP-D), and serum mannan-binding lectin or protein

(MBL or MBP, respectively, depending upon the cita-

tion).1 The lung collectins are secreted by respiratory

epithelial cells and can associate with surfactant lipids at

or near the air/lung interface. Thus, they are ideally

positioned to influence surfactant homeostasis, as well as

aspects of host defense.2–9 Lung collectins can bind to a

wide variety of exogenous and endogenous ligands.

These include various micro-organisms, organic anti-

gens, apoptotic cells, nucleic acids, other host proteins,

and specific surfactant lipids. There is now abundant

evidence to support roles of lung collectins in pulmonary

host defense and surfactant homeostasis in vivo. Mice

rendered genetically deficient in SP-A or SP-D show

decreased resistance to challenge with specific bacterial,

viral and fungal organisms.10–13 In addition, SP-A and

SP-D deficient mice are normally unable to organize
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surfactant lipids,14 while SP-D deficiency interferes with

normal surfactant re-uptake by alveolar epithelial

cells.15,16 Impairments in collectin-deficient mice can

be rescued by administration of exogenous collectin or

the transgenic expression of collectins in the respiratory

epithelium.17 The virulence of certain strains of patho-

genic micro-organisms (e.g. Bordetella pertussis,

Klebsiella pneumoniae, and influenza A virus [IAV])

has been shown to correlate inversely with their

interactions with pulmonary collectins. For example,

one contributing factor to the extreme virulence of the

1918 strain of influenza A may have been the absence of

a region of hemagglutinin glycosylation known to be

recognized by SP-D.18–21 Species differences also affect

collectin host defense capabilities; for example, porcine

SP-D neutralizes IAV more effectively than does human

or avian SP-D.22–24 Pigs can serve as intermediate hosts

between birds and animals for the transmission of avian

strains of IAV.22 They can be infected with human or

avian strains, a phenomenon which may promote

re-assortment within infected porcine epithelial cells.

In addition, polymorphic variations in the human SP-A

and SP-D genes have been linked to differences in the

incidence or severity of certain lung infections, includ-

ing tuberculosis and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)

infection.24

Molecular immunology has long been concerned with

how pattern recognition actually works: how innate host

defense proteins are able to recognize diverse classes of

pathogens with vastly different structures.25 Further, if

the local community of host defense proteins exhibits

distinct preferences for different binding surfaces, innate

surveillance broadens in scope and becomes more

resistant to evasion by microbial strains. How is this

additional level of ligand discrimination achieved in

terms of molecular structures? Surfactant protein A and

SP-D demonstrate different activities and modes of

action, despite their considerable structural homology.

Both are pattern recognition molecules with broad

specificity, but recognize different patterns, or elicit

different host responses following pattern recognition.

For example, both lung collectins show certain antiviral

activities and can increase the clearance of influenza

virus in vivo, but the mechanisms of viral interaction

differ.26 The lectin domains of SP-D bind directly to

high mannose carbohydrates on the hemagglutinin and/

or neuraminidase of influenza A, while the sugar

receptors of the viral envelope proteins bind to sialylated

sugars displayed on the lectin domain of SP-A. Likewise,

the two proteins bind to different domains of bacterial

lipopolysaccharide (LPS). While both collectins may

participate in the host defense against Gram-negative

bacteria, SP-A preferentially interacts with the lipid A

domain, while SP-D binds to heptoses associated with

the inner core oligosaccharide or specific mannose-rich

O-polysaccharides.27,28 The mechanisms of interaction

with surfactant also differ. Surfactant protein A binds to

the major surfactant phospholipid, dipalmitoylphospha-

tidylcholine (DPPC),29 while the SP-D lectin domain

binds to the polar head groups of minor anionic

phospholipids, particularly phosphatidylinositol

(PI).30,31 Although SP-A participates in the formation

of tubular myelin, SP-D preferentially associates with

small vesicular forms of surfactant lipid.15 At present,

relatively little is known on a protein structural level

about how these two proteins discriminate between and

interact with such diverse groups of ligands.

Structural basis of ligand recognition by lung collectins

The lung collectins share a common modular organiza-

tion in their molecular structures:4 (i) a short, N-terminal

domain capable of forming intersubunit disulfide bonds;

(ii) a triple-helical collagen-like domain of Gly–X–Y

repeats; (iii) an a-helical neck domain; and (iv) the

globular lectin domain (carbohydrate recognition

domain or CRD) at the C-terminal end of the protein.

Monomers spontaneously undergo trimerization through

self-assembly of three a-helical necks into a

triply-wound superhelix. Interactions among the

N-terminal domains of trimeric subunits can give rise

to higher order oligomers, which are stabilized by

disulfide cross-links. Four trimers form the ‘cruciform’

dodecamer of SP-D, six form the ‘flower bouquet’

octadecamer of SP-A.

Ligand recognition by collectins is achieved at three

structural levels: (i) the carbohydrate recognition

domain (CRD), which possesses the C-type lectin

carbohydrate binding site; (ii) the trimeric CRD; and

(iii) multimers of trimeric subunits. The minimal ligand

recognition unit appears to be the CRD trimer. For

example, non-trimeric recombinant molecules consist-

ing of the lectin domain, but lacking the neck, have

shown no detectable ligand binding in solid-phase

assays. This is consistent with the low affinity of

individual C-type CRDs for simple sugars, usually in

the millimolar range.32 Recombinant trimeric fragments

that include the neck-CRD (NCRD) effectively model

the function of full-length trimeric collectin subunits.

Although the trimeric NCRDs can bind to nearly all the

classes of ligands mentioned above, the wild-type

collectin trimer lacks the capacity of the full-length

protein to aggregate many particulate ligands, such

bacteria and viruses, or promote binding of

micro-organisms to certain host defense cells.33–35

Multimerization of the protein and/or ligand multi-

valency can enhance avidity through co-operative bind-

ing.36 For example, some, but not all, activities of SP-D

require higher order multimers, and collectins prefer
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polysaccharides to monosaccharides. However, some

interactions may require the greater spatial ‘reach’ or

specific distribution of lectin domains provided by the

native collectin.

The molecular details of such complex SP-A and

SP-D functions are difficult to assess at the atomic level,

though a few specific approaches have been used very

fruitfully to acquire such information. Full-length

collectins have properties such as heterogeneous aggre-

gation and high interdomain flexibility that hinder

high-resolution approaches such as X-ray crystallogra-

phy and NMR. Fortunately, trimeric collectin NCRDs,

which retain most of the binding properties of the native

proteins, are amenable to structural analysis, including

crystallography.37,38 While most biologically-relevant

ligands are structurally large and/or complex (e.g. LPS),

collectin binding to smaller/simpler ligand sub-domains

(e.g. polysaccharides of 1!3-linked sugar residues) can

be demonstrated and studied in vitro. Thus, crystal-

lographic analysis of trimeric NCRDs provides a pow-

erful approach for studying interactions that characterize

recognition of specific collectin–ligand partners (Fig. 1).

Using such approaches, it is possible to focus on the

initial recognition steps and determine how recognition

is differentially achieved by the two collectins.

Vibrational spectroscopic methods have been employed

usefully to couple and extend molecular level informa-

tion from crystallographic studies to

interactions between SP-D and biological ligands

under more physiologically relevant conditions.

Infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS)

provides molecular structure information from films at

the air/water interface, where protein adsorption to lipid

monolayers serves as a model for protein–lipid interac-

tion in the surfactant environment. Monolayers of lipids

such as DPPC, PI, lipid A and LPS can be studied as they

interact with the lung collectin NCRDs and their mutants

and afford the capability of altering the aqueous

subphase as desired. A recent IRRAS study of the

SP-D NCRD interactions with an Rd-LPS monolayer

revealed molecular information about specific binding

between the CRD and heptoses in the core region of

LPS,27 complementing a recent crystallographic study of

NCRD SP-D heptose complexes.28 Other novel observa-

tions, unapproachable crystallographically, were that

under these conditions calcium-dependent interactions

with the LPS core region orients all three CRD

monomers similarly, i.e. with the helical neck regions

perpendicular to the monolayer surface. This perpendi-

cularity is not observed in the absence of specific,

calcium-dependent binding interactions, where the

protein appears to prefer the hydrophobic environment

(A)

(B)

(C)

Asp325

Arg343

Asn323

Glu321

Phe335

Mannose 1

Mannose 2

CRD

Lectin
site

Neck
domain

Fig. 1. Crystal structures of lung collectin NCRDs. (A) Crystal structure of SP-D complex with 1,2-dimannose (PDB# 3G83) in ribbon diagram. Each

protein chain of the trimer is colored differently, ligands are in stick representation, and the calcium molecules are represented as orange spheres. The

lectin site, neck domain, and CRD are indicated. (B) Surfactant protein A crystal structure (PDB# 1R13) is shown in similar orientation and coloring as

in (A). Note the difference in the structure of the trimers, which may influence the ligand specificity of each surfactant protein. (C) Close-up view of the

lectin site and flanking residues of the SP-D molecule shown in (A). Selected residues previously shown to interact structurally with various

carbohydrate ligand moieties are illustrated. Protein side chains are displayed with green carbons and the ligand with gray carbons. Interactions with the

lectin site calcium (orange sphere) are shown as green dotted lines for protein atoms and orange lines for ligand atoms.
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of the air–water interface. These data suggest a mech-

anism through which SP-D may associate with major

surfactant lipids, ready and waiting for more specific

interactions associated with the appearance of airborne

micro-organisms.

Mechanisms of carbohydrate interaction

The pulmonary collectins belong to the so-called

mannose-type C-type lectins.32 Not surprisingly, lung

collectins show calcium-dependent binding to mannose,

and mannose-rich microbial glycoconjugates, such as

yeast mannans and mycobacterial lipoarabinomannan;39

however, interactions are not restricted to this sugar.

Lung collectins recognize a wide variety of simple

carbohydrate ligands including glucose, fucose, N-

acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc), and N-acetylmannosa-

mine (ManNAc). These sugars are the building blocks

of polysaccharides and other glycoconjugates expressed

on the surfaces of specific types and strains of

micro-organisms. They can also recognize pentoses,

which could contribute to interactions with nucleic

acids.40

Nearly all of the known activities of the lung

collectins are dependent on calcium, and calcium

influences the conformation of specific loop structures

within the carbohydrate recognition domain. Using

crystallography and spectroscopic approaches, Weis

and co-workers41 demonstrated the existence of a

calcium-dependent conformational change in the MBP

long loop. The transition involves a cis–trans isomeriza-

tion of an invariant proline residue in the loop that alters

local conformation.42 Evidence suggests that the pul-

monary collectins, which share this proline, exhibit a

similar transition. For example, alanine mutants of

conserved amino acids of the putative Ca2þ and carbo-

hydrate binding site in SP-A showed altered

calcium-dependent UV spectral transitions compared

with wild-type.43 In addition, these mutants demon-

strated reduced functional properties and increased

susceptibility to proteases, presumably reflecting the

structurally protective contributions of calcium to the

loop.43–46 Calcium also alters the electrostatic potential

of the binding surfaces of SP-A and SP-D, largely by

neutralizing acidic side chains.37 Conceivably, electro-

static repulsion between acidic membranes and the CRD

surface may be overcome by the addition of calcium, and

this effect may explain the resulting re-orientation of the

NCRD detected by IRRAS. Neutralization of acidic side

chains by calcium could permit the necessary close

contact between CRD and interfacial surfaces that would

be needed for all three subunits to interact simulta-

neously with the surface and orient the neck away from

it, positioning the trimers for more extensive

oligomerization.

Crystallographic data from SP-A and SP-D NCRDs

offer a clear structural basis for the observed calcium

dependence for carbohydrate binding.28,37 The lectin site

forms a shallow depression on the CRD surface. A

calcium ion binds at the bottom of the pocket,

co-ordinated by 4–5 oxygen atoms from the protein.

Remaining co-ordination positions may be occupied

either by water molecules or two cis-diol oxygens from

the carbohydrate unit, typically a monosaccharide. Thus,

lectin activity requires the formation of a ternary

complex involving calcium, protein and carbohydrate.

Interestingly, the proteins show an obvious difference in

the co-ordination of calcium and the predicted fine

structure of the ternary complex. Although SP-D has the

highly conserved Glu321–Pro322–Asn323 motif that

characterizes most mannose-type C-type lectins, Asn is

replaced by alanine or arginine in human and rat SP-A,

respectively.

Structural information from crystallographic SP-D/

ligand complexes provides insight into molecular selec-

tion factors that may be relevant to collectin discrimi-

nation among a pool of potential ligands.27,28,47

Screening of preferred classes of ligands (e.g. those

containing mannose over galactose) is achieved primar-

ily through structural complementarity between the

lectin site and carbohydrate (e.g. monosaccharide). The

structural data support the paradigmatic view that such

binding is the first step in recognition of more complex

carbohydrate ligands: no crystallographic complexes

have been observed without it. In polysaccharide

complexes, occupation of the lectin site by a suitable

monosaccharide allows additional saccharide rings to

participate in secondary stabilizing interactions with

residues flanking the lectin site. Such ‘extended site’

interactions between polysaccharides and side chains of

Arg343,31,47 Asp325,48 or Phe33538 of the SP-D CRD

have been documented through studies using

site-directed mutagenesis and biochemical/functional

assays, integrated with high-resolution structural char-

acterization of wild-type or mutant NCRD complexes

with various ligands. Differences in certain flanking

residues also appear to contribute to observed species

differences in ligand recognition by SP-D.38

Mechanisms of lipid interaction

The modes of interaction with surfactant lipids are

generally less well understood than those involving

carbohydrates. The SP-D preference for PI fits the

carbohydrate binding paradigm to a much greater

extent than does the SP-A preference for PC.

Crystallographic analysis of human SP-D NCRD with
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PI head group analogs (myo-inositol and

inositol-1-phosphate) shows that the inositol ring

demonstrates the characteristic calcium-dependent bind-

ing at the lectin site, as observed for other carbohydrate

ligands.39 The phosphate is situated near an adjacent

arginine at position 343, which flanks the lectin site.

Basic residues provide a favorable electrostatic environ-

ment for the phosphoryl group of PI, a hypothesis

supported by mutagenesis studies. Comparison of SP-D

complexes with saccharides cited in the previous section

or PI head group substituents strongly suggest that,

although some of the same subsites on the CRD are used

for binding of different ligands, different flanking

residues may be utilized as part of the selectivity

mechanism. Surfactant protein D can also interact with

certain hydrophobic molecules, including fatty acids;

however, the molecular mechanism of such interaction

remains unclear, and there are no crystallographic data

regarding predicted binding sites for the acyl chains of

PI.

The SP-A lectin domain interacts with DPPC; how-

ever, as discussed below, the mechanisms of interaction

are probably distinctive. Unlike PI, which contains a

carbohydrate head group that can bind to the lectin site,

the choline head group of PC is not suitable for this mode

of binding. As yet, there are no crystallographic data for

the location of the PC binding site other than that of a

bound buffer molecule resembling phosphocholine in

size, shape, and charge; and this site is not in, or adjacent

to, the lectin site.37 Studies using chimeras, epitopes,

or other approaches localize PC binding to the

CRD surface,49–53 but binding may also occur at other

sites. Reports of calcium-dependence of the lipid inter-

action have been inconsistent for SP-A.44 Lipid A and

PC have certain similarities in structure (e.g. acyl chains

and phosphoryl groups), raising the possibility of

common binding sites on SP-A. Thus, the available

data suggest that the lipid binding sites on SP-A may

overlap with carbohydrate sites without being identical.

Although SP-D appears to utilize its carbohydrate

binding machinery to interact with its preferred lipid

ligand, SP-A utilizes residues at some distance from the

lectin site.

Differences in the ligand binding surfaces of SP-A

and SP-D

The NCRDs of trimeric SP-A and SP-D adopt a

three-fold arrangement that presents the three lectin

sites on the same face of the trimer. This arrangement

produces a broad molecular surface that presumably

comes into contact with microbial or membrane surfaces

in the course of ligand binding and recognition.

However, the two collectins exhibit significant

differences in the spatial distribution, charge, and

hydrophobic properties of their binding surfaces. These

create distinct ‘footprints’ that may differentially influ-

ence the ligand selectivities of SP-A and SP-D.

Comparison of the trimeric SP-A and SP-D NCRD

structures reveals different orientations of the CRD and

neck domains, described as T (SP-A) versus Y (SP-D)

shapes.37,54 The flatter SP-A trimer surface is predicted

to provide a more extensive contact surface that could

enhance interactions with the surface of an LPS

monolayer on the outer Gram-negative membrane or

DPPC-rich surfactant layer. The SP-D Y shape, on the

other hand, may place a greater emphasis on the

widely-separated lectin sites. Modeling of the electro-

static surface potentials reveal that SP-A has more

hydrophobic or neutral polar character as compared to

SP-D.37 These differences suggest that the flatter, more

hydrophobic, surface of trimeric SP-A might be better

suited to bind less-polar substrates, while the more

hydrophilic SP-D surface could be better suited to highly

polar substrates such as saccharides.

Knowledge of the structure of the binding interface of

SP-D has provided insights relating to species differ-

ences in binding activity, allowed selective modification

of specific binding activities, and permitted the gener-

ation of mutants with enhanced antimicrobial activities.

For example, mutants with valine at the position of

Arg343 show greatly enhanced neutralization of influ-

enza virus, which correlates with alterations in interac-

tions with specific mannose oligosaccharides.31

Future directions

Preclinical data from rodents suggest the potential for

human therapy with the pulmonary collectins, or with

agents that enhance lung collectin levels, for diseases

such as pneumonia, cystic fibrosis, and bronchopulmon-

ary dysplasia.55–57 The objectives of collectin treatment

in these clinical settings may include enhancement of

microbial clearance from the lung through opsonization,

macrophage activation and/or direct killing, modulation

of harmful inflammation due to allergens, pathogens or

other particles, and restoration of surfactant homeostasis

after injury or infection.17,58 The portfolio of potentially

beneficial functions, the ability to deliver therapy

directly to the lung, and the range of organisms that

are targeted by collectins enhances the appeal of this

therapeutic strategy, especially in situations where the

pathogen is unknown. However, the recombinant pro-

duction of large oligomeric proteins requiring extensive

post-translational modifications and complex assembly

is technically challenging. For this reason, experiments

to define the minimum effective unit for each desired

clinical outcome and to explore pharmacological
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approaches to enhancing endogenous collectin levels in

the lung are essential.

A future direction in this field is the functional and

pharmacological enhancement of innate immune

mechanisms that include the pulmonary collectins.

Crystal structures of collectins complexed with ligands

already have demonstrated potential for structurally-

informed design of more effective antimicrobial agents

based on truncated recombinant NCRD trimers. These

include an R343V mutant of SP-D with enhanced

binding and neutralization of influenza A virus, and a

D215A mutant of SP-A with increased bactericidal and

permeabilizing properties for Escherichia coli. Another

focus of interest is the potential of keratinocyte growth

factor (KGF) to increase the levels of pulmonary

collectins in the alveolar lining fluid and enhance

pulmonary host defense. The KGF is an epithelial mitogen

that has been FDA approved for the amelioration of

mucositis in bone marrow recipients,59 and which is also

known to increase the synthesis and secretion of SP-A and

SP-D several fold.60 The KGF enhances the clearance of

Gram-negative bacteria from the lung, and augments the

antiviral properties of the alveolar lining fluid. The

mechanisms of these actions, as well as the functional

phenotypes of mutant collectins, are currently being

explored using multidisciplinary approaches at molecular,

biochemical, cellular and whole organism levels.

CONCLUSIONS

1. In their roles as innate host defense molecules, SP-A

and SP-D identify air-space pathogens, including

bacteria, viruses and fungi, through pattern recogni-

tion mechanisms.

2. Crystallographic structures of SP-A and SP-D neck

and carbohydrate-recognition domains (NCRDs)

show homologous molecular structures and similar

calcium-dependent lectin sites. Structural features

surrounding the lectin sites, which are associated

with ligand binding, contribute further to pattern

recognition properties.

3. Despite their overall similarities, SP-A and SP-D

show significant differences in ligand preferences.

These may be attributed to small, but important,

structural differences on their CRD surfaces and

NRCD shape and orientation.

4. The CRD surface of SP-D is particularly adapted to

recognize carbohydrate ligands (e.g. viral glycans and

lipopolysaccharide core sugars), whilst that of SP-A is

consistent with a preference for lipid ligands (e.g.

lipid A).

5. Mutagenesis approaches have been used to manipu-

late ligand binding properties of recombinant NRCDs

of SP-A and SP-D to produce enhanced recognition

and antimicrobial capabilities. Such recombinant

mutants in aerosolized form may provide a novel

therapeutic route to augment innate responses to

air-born pathogens.
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